
 

Perrinville Creek Winter 2020/2021 Update 

March 1, 2021 

 

The City is issuing this information to help Edmonds citizens understand 
the current status of Perrinville Creek following the historic rainfall events 
that occurred in December and January 2020/2021. These storms 
collectively overwhelmed the lower portion of Perrinville Creek with very 
high flows and huge volumes of sediment containing silts, sands, gravels 
and rocks (some over 12 inches in diameter). City crews worked in very 
challenging weather and safety conditions for several days and nights 
trying and keep Talbot Road from washing out and the creek channel open 
and flowing. In the end we could not keep up with the incoming volumes 
of water and sediment and a decision was made to protect downstream 
residents from further damage by modifying the sediment trap/overflow 
system to full overflow mode. We are now assessing our options to safely 
re-establish the creek channel and route flow back to it. The following 
information is provided to explain the circumstances surrounding these 
events, the timing of those events, a plan to move forward in the short 
term, and some thoughts regarding a better long term strategy for the 
Perrinville Creek. 

 

Timeline             
Circa 1995 – Original construction of diversion boxes implemented to address flooding 

2011 – Modification to diversion structure create final configuration of this system. 

• Portion of upstream drainage system re-routed to bypass system; creek flow reduced. 

2013 – City initiates a study to reduce flow and sediment transfer in the Creek (Tetra Tech). 

2015 – City flow reduction study completed, recommends several projects to reduce flow in 
Perrinville Creek. 

2015 – 191st Bioswale project constructed to reduce flows. 

2015 (July) – City awarded grant for Seaview Infiltration Facility Phase 1. 

2017 – 185th/83rd Rain garden constructed to reduce flows. 
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Prior to 2018 - the City maintained the diversion structure by cleaning it once annually. 

9/15/2018 – City received major rain fall events and sediment completely fills in creek bed and 
pushes creek to 100% bypass conditions. 

• City performs a second round of annual maintenance for the first time. 
• Creek bed dry; zero fish found. 

9/28/2018 – City staff walk Perrinville Creek between Talbot Road and 76th Ave 

• Discover a recent landslide within Snohomish County Park property which has deposited 
sediment in the creek. 

• City staff contact Sno.CO Park staff to alert them of the situation. 
• Other significant concerns observed including stream incising and undercutting of 

vertical sand cliffs. 
• Staff conclude sediment is going to be coming down for quite some time; this was not a 

one-time event. 

   
2018 December – Seaview Infiltration Facility Phase 1 is completed and comes online, reducing 
flow in the creek. 

2/4/2019 – City staff apply for grant funding for bio-retention project in public right-of-way; 
grant not awarded. 

8/16/2019 – City staff perform annual maintenance dredging of diversion structure. Only 31 
small fish found during this operation, which is significantly less than the previous 
year’s 61  

9/22/2019 – Operations at diversion structure are impacted and crew perform annual 
maintenance activity for second time in 2019; only second time multiple 
maintenance actions have been required in the same year. Only 21 fish found 
during this operation. This may be a trend 

2019 October – City staff apply for grant to begin a Phase 2 of the Seaview Project to duplicate 
results of Phase 1.  

2019 – 3 new residential raingardens installed as cluster to reduce flows (in partnership with 
Snohomish Conservation District) 

6/9/2020 – City staff perform annual maintenance dredging of diversion structure. Only 7 fish 
found during this operation; the lowest value since 2012. 
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2020 (July)  – City staff secure grant for Seaview Infiltration Facility Phase 2; design underway  

7/15/2020 – City staff sends letter to downstream property owners expressing concern for 
potential impacts to City’s system as result of lost capacity and sediment 
deposition in their portions of the creek. 

7/21/2020 – City staff suggest a site meeting with WDFW staff to evaluate current conditions 
and options. Due to Covid meeting takes place 12/15/2020 

9/22/2020 – Operations at diversion structure are impacted and crew perform annual 
maintenance activity for second time in 2020. Only 10 fish found during this 
operation; second lowest value since 2012 and continued evidence of creek health 
declining. 

12/15/2020 – City staff host WDFW staff (Jamie Bails, Kirk Lakey, and Channing Syms), on a 
site visit to discuss potential ways the diversion structures could be improved to 
function better. Meeting requested due to staff recognition of deteriorating 
conditions and increasing maintenance needs at this location. During this site visit, 
WDFW staff note the impacts that downstream properties are having on the size of 
the channel downstream of the diversion structure. 

12/21/20201 – Extremely intense storm event creates urban flooding across the region. Edmonds 
receives the equivalent of the 100-year rainfall over a six-hour period of time 

                    

                                                            Go to next page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Photos are all taken from the current winter season and show conditions experienced during this time; however, 
photos may not be specifically taken on this date. 
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• During this event the culvert under Talbot Road was overwhelmed and Perrinville Creek 
over-topped the road with a real risk of losing the road and the critical infrastructure 
within the road prism. The flooding also damaged private properties in this area.   

 
 

• The capacity of the creek downstream of the diversion structure was also overwhelmed 
and did flood nearby private properties. 
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• During the 12/21 event half of the City-maintained bypass system became clogged and 
reduced to half capacity. 

  
 

• Crews work through the night to keep any water flowing. 
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• The creek filled in its own bed with sediment and dried up, diverting 100% of any remaining 
flow through the City bypass system. Crews hand-dig small channel to restore creek flow. 

  
 

12/28/2020 – Another large storm event occurs. 

• Downstream flooding  

• Half of diversion structure plugs, reducing capacity to one half of the diversion structure; 
crews have to dig out the diversion structure again to keep flow moving. 

• Creek fills-in naturally and dries up creek bed. Crews hand-dig small channel to restore 
creek flow. 

December 2020 – Major rain garden project on 81st Ave W for entire block between 188th and 
190th (in partnership with Snohomish Conservation District) 

December 2020 – Residential bioretention installed on 83rd Ave W (in partnership with 
Snohomish Conservation District) 

1/3/2021 – Another large storm event occurs. 

• Downstream flooding occurs again 

• Half of diversion structure plugs, reducing capacity to one half of the diversion structure; 
crews dig out the diversion structure again to keep flow moving. 

• Creek fills-in again and dries up creek bed; flows not returned to creek bed for first time. 

• City places sign blanks in dried keyway to prevent continued flooding of downstream 
properties; creek was already 100% in bypass due to sediment. 

• Crews work through night to maintain flow through the diversion structure 

1/4/2021 – Continued impacts of storm event. 

• Twice throughout the day, half of the diversion structure plugs again, reducing the only 
flow route to one half of the diversion structure; crews have to dig out the diversion 
structure again with a backhoe to keep flow moving. 
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• Decision made that the City cannot further sustain a 24-hour operation to adequately 
maintain this structure; sediment is coming too fast and too consistently for the City to 
realistically and safely manage sediment and flooding.  

• City emails WDFW (Kirk Lakey) to notify them of pending emergency revisions to the 
diversion structure as a result of conditions.  

  
1/5/2021 – City crews make modification to the diversion structure to cut windows out of the 
front of each box; the creek was already in 100% overflow conditions.  

• City staff reviewed and selected an option temporary in nature and able to be modified 
relatively easily to place the normal flow of this creek back into the creek channel once 
that channel is cleaned and re-established. 

• Under high-flow conditions and heavy sediment loads, no fish life would be expected to 
be present given the prevailing conditions. 

• Again, the creek had driven itself into a 100% bypass condition through natural 
sedimentation processes before the City made the modification. 

• Modification worked as expected; the revised structure maintains a flow velocity which 
allows sediment to remain suspended and be pushed out to the beach on Puget Sound. 
That is a more natural endpoint for the sediment, however not being able to keep the 
creek flowing in an open channel must be remedied. 

1/14/2021 – City staff update WDFW that the modifications seem to be working for the time 
being. 

• The City asked WDFW if they have the authority to compel downstream owners to re-
establish the creek channel capacity; the answer was “No”. 

• We also asked WDFW if fish passage is not feasible under certain conditions can they 
authorize a short-term waiver; again the answer was “No”. 

2/22/2021 – WDFW makes request for City to return creek to stream bed. 
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2/23/2021 – City staff host site meeting with consulting fish biologist and engineer (Paul 
Schlenger and Jon Ambrose of Environment Science & Associates) to discuss returning the 
stream to its previous, now filled in, channel as well as possible long-term solutions . 

• They indicated sediment deposition east of Talbot most likely caused by an undersized 
culvert. 

• They generally agree the creek cannot be safely returned to the stream bed under current 
conditions. Significant clean-up will be required before that can happen 

• Optimally, they believe the stream should be realigned to create a sustainable solution. 

• They noted improved habitat at the shoreline as a result of sediments reaching Puget 
Sound. Positive changes were already observable. This would have been the case in the 
pre-developed condition prior to settlement. 

2/24/2021 – City staff contact WDFW to request a site meeting to discuss feasibility of returning 
stream to creek bed and seeking specific direction. 

• Response received. WDFW is checking their availability, date not yet set. 

• The City will need to have this meeting before proceeding in any direction since a 
Hydraulics Project Approval (HPA) permit will be required. 
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Fish Passage Status           
Staff did consider fish impacts before making this modification and considered this the best 
solution balancing City, property owner, and fish needs given the current conditions of the creek.   

Over the years, the downstream private property portions of the creek have filled in with 

sediment and lost capacity.  The narrow channels lined with rock, wooden walls, and sandbags to 
direct flow around 90-degree bends are clear historic modifications of the stream which are 
unnatural and not maintainable.  Under these reduced-capacity conditions, the stream regularly 
periodically floods private property as flows move beyond the banks of the restricted creek 
channel.  While it is questionable that fish could survive in the heavily sediment-laden runoff 
during these times, any who did may well end up on lawns and landscaping, stranded by the 
flooding. It is important to recognize that the habitat downstream of the City diversion structure 
was all but lost prior to the current emergency modifications and was not a viable fish passage 
route. City fish counts taken during electrofishing operations (required for us to work in the 
stream in non-emergency conditions) have reduced in this portion of the creek in recent years 
(below). 

 

Month-
Year 

Resident 
Trout 

All 
Salmonids 

Sculpin/ 
Misc. Total 

Jul- 2012 39 0 11 50 
Jul- 2013 4 0 0 4 
Jul- 2014 39 0 10 49 

Aug- 2015 11 18 26 55 
Jul- 2016 12 0 23 35 
Jul- 2017 19 2 49 70 

Aug- 2018 30 6 25 61 
Sep- 2019 13 5 12 30 
Oct- 2019 0 13 8 21 
Jun- 2020 0 5 2 7 
Sep- 2020 0 10 0 10 

  

After Before 
 

After 
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It is important to note the culvert under Talbot Road is a significant barrier to fish. This means 
salmon have not been able to make it east of Talbot Road since the construction of the roadway 
in the mid-1900s.  The available habitat for salmon in the creek is therefore restricted to a short 
stretch, perhaps 300 feet in length, and includes little, if any, adequate spawning habitat.  Adult 
salmon that make it past the diversion boxes to this portion of Perrinville Creek can go no 
further. Here they would either perish or be taken back downstream.   

 

 
Under the emergency-modified conditions, salmon would enter the overflow pipe (not the filled-
in creek channel), reach the fish barrier at the diversion structure, and then have a similar choice, 
i.e., return to the Sound or expire.  So, from a salmon perspective, the same end result would 
occur after the emergency modifications was made as would have occurred prior.   

Perrinville Creek also hosts a small variety of resident freshwater fish, and these are the fish 
which are most likely to have been impacted by the recent storms. These resident fish, mostly 
small trout and sculpin, generally reside in the upper reaches where better habitat exists. The loss 
of this short stretch of heavily impacted habitat is much smaller compared to the amount of 
habitat further upstream.  Freshwater fish habitat, and ultimately the numbers and size of 
freshwater fish, are being severely limited in this downstream stretch of the creek but are likely 
more numerous where better habitat exists further upstream, however little data exists at this 
point to demonstrate that. That said, there is a chance resident freshwater fish could enter the 
diversion structure and be pushed out to the saltwater of Puget Sound, a one-way trip.  It should 
be noted that this same condition would result from the previous diversion structure 
configuration any time a bypass flow was being taken in.  So, while the recent emergency 
modifications to the diversion structure put the creek into a total bypass condition at the moment, 
this risk has always existed with the structure in place. 

It is also worth noting that the structure was modified specifically to keep sediments suspended 
and velocities high; generally, two things fish tend to avoid.  Additionally, the metal structures 
installed to collect and screen debris at the opening of the modified structure, while not small 
enough to prevent fish passage, likely discourage fish from entering the wrong area.  So, while 
this potential problem is acknowledged, the previously impacted habitat downstream and 
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unattractive flow path presented by the hard, barren diversion structure, likely serve to limit the 
actual impacts. 

Lastly, the diversion structure could be modified to provide fish screens, if necessary, to keep 
fish from passing through the bypass system; but given the propensity of the larger openings to 
clog and fill with debris and sediment, these would become plugged nearly immediately and 
would require constant maintenance under the wintertime conditions in the creek.  Such an 
approach, if utilized, would need to be calendar-limited to balance when fish presence is most 
likely, and therefore most impacted, against wet-season conditions when the City experiences the 
largest number and highest intensity rainstorms and flooding and when heavy sediment flows are 
likely choking any fish presence in this portion of the creek already. 

It is acknowledged the fish connection was lost when the City emergency modifications were 
made, however, for the reasons cited above, we believe the impacts to fish life were significantly 
less than initial perceptions have suggested.  

 

Moving Forward           
The City been in contact with multiple parties to begin developing a plan for returning 
Perrinville Creek to a sustainable fish support system.  Discussions or meetings regarding this 
have taken place with biologists from both WDFW and Adopt-a-Stream as well as with adjacent 
residents and a consulting fish biologist and hydraulics engineer.  Citizens have also engaged the 
BNSF inspection team to take a look at the culvert conditions under their tracks.  Generally, 
there is an understanding among these professionals of the large challenges that lay ahead for 
this creek. There appears to be general agreement on several items: 

• The current (unmodified) diversion structure is not serving the needs of the City or of fish 
life and revisions to the existing structure will not be able to meet all of the competing 
needs. 

• The modifications to the diversion structure appear to be mostly meeting the needs of 
safety and avoidance of property damage but with very significant maintenance demands. 
The short-term and long-term needs for achieving optimum fish survival are certainly not 
being met. 

• The excessive amount of sediment which the creek is plagued with should be controlled 
upstream to the extent feasible with the balance being allowed to reach Puget Sound as it 
would in a natural system. Our attempts to collect, capture, or control this sediment have 
largely been futile and continuing to fight this natural process is not the best path 
forward. 

• The creek likely cannot be restored to a suitable fish supporting system in its current 
configuration; the modifications of the creek channel on downstream private properties 
are too small and unnatural and need to be re-done. 

• There needs to be both a short-term resolution to maintain flow and prevent any further 
loss of fish life as well as a longer-term project solution to actually restore a sustainable 
fish connection to this entire section of Perrinville Creek (including replacement of the 
culvert under Talbot Road.) 
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• The ultimate resolution is likely to require multi-jurisdictional participation and will 
involve multiple private property owners; this is likely a $10+ million-dollar project. 

Short Term 

The short-term resolution will require additional involvement from WDFW and will likely 
require very specific direction from them before the City can proceed.  WDFW is aware of the 
modifications made under emergency conditions and have requested that the City return the flow 
to the creek bed.  However, we recently re-visited the site and found the downstream properties 
even more impacted than ever. Sediment has completely filled in the previous creek bed leaving 
nothing which resembles a channel or stream banks.  We believe any attempt to return the creek 
to this alignment will only result in additional flooding and stranding of fish.  We have requested 
an additional site meeting with WDFW to show them the current condition of the previous 
channel and seek direction. 

As noted above, fish screens could be added to the modified structure to prevent fish from 
unintentionally entering the bypass system, but staff have very significant concerns about the 
maintainability of such a system.  The City would seek further WDFW direction on time periods 
when the fish screen could be removed in recognition of the extreme, non-fish friendly, winter 
conditions this stream experiences. 

It is interesting to note that shoreline habitat appears to be improving under the modified 
conditions.  Likely for the first time since the construction of Talbot Road, the shoreline is 
getting its full dose of upstream sediment and positive habitat changes are already observable. It 
would be prudent to monitor and quantify these improvements over time. 

 

Long Term 

While working toward a short-term fix we should be evaluating how to move forward with a 
larger restoration effort. The first step would be to developing a long-range, basin-specific plan 
for Perrinville Creek that incorporates previous work done by the City including the flow 
reduction studies prepared by Tetra Tech. This work focused on retaining and/or infiltrating 
Stormwater in the basin. Any overall plan will need to closely look at the hydraulics and 
sediment transport of Perrinville Creek and make realistic projections about what improvements 
are possible and what they might cost. This would, by necessity include replacement of the 
Talbot Road culvert (design already completed) and the BNSF culvert to make both fish friendly. 
Ideally, BNSF and Snohomish County Parks could be added as project partners and help with 
project financing or by providing certain in-kind work within their own property limits.   

A successful project needs to run from several hundred feet east of Talbot Road, all the way out 
to the Sound.  The project would need to eliminate locations where sediment would slow down 
and fall out. The goal would be to keep the sediment moving so it can more easily reach its 
natural home in Puget Sound without the need to dredge, or tear up, the creek bed on a routine 
basis.  This may require permanently removing creek flow through the private properties over 
which the creek currently flows in a small, confined channel. Preliminary estimates for “bank 
full width” is roughly 12’; meaning new culverts would need to be large box culverts and a new 
minimum 12’ wide channel would need to be regraded to restore capacity to what is needed.  
This could lead to a somewhat straighter channel in order sediment more efficiently. 
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While this general concept sounds straight forward, the details will get complicated as the project 
develops.  Generally, the concept of maintaining high velocities and sediment loading is 
contradictory to fish passage guidelines which seek to lower velocity and provide quiet places for 
resting fish.  

A very uncertain estimate for a larger restoration project as described would be upward of $10 
million based solely on similar projects in the region. It should be noted, that funding for such a 
project may have to compete for the same funding as the Edmonds Marsh Restoration, both 
internally for City funds and externally for grant funds.  It may be difficult to find sufficient 
general government funding and grant support to pursue both of these projects simultaneously.  

  

Additional context 

We need to continue to be open-minded about potential approaches for Perrinville Creek.  All 
solutions must fully consider the large amount of sediment loading within this creek. This is a 
defining characteristic of the drainage basin. While the creek is plagued by many of the same 
issues as other urban streams in the Northwest, it is a rather extreme example in the area of 
sediment loading. 

Flow reduction projects as recommended by previous studies should continue to proceed. For 
example: 

• Seaview Park Infiltration Facility Phase 2 is already being designed and has been 
awarded a grant for 75% of project costs and City matching funds have been obligated to 
complete it.  

• In addition, we have an on-going partnership with the Snohomish County Conservation 
District where we work together and with homeowners to help them develop and manage 
rain gardens on their private property. This rain garden program should be expanded and 
systematized in the Perrinville basin along with other distributed stormwater solutions.  

• Additional investigation should be undertaken to see if the addition of more woody debris 
placed in the creek bed would be beneficial in slowing flows and decreasing erosion.  

•  Both Lynnwood and Edmonds must continue to be aggressive in this drainage basin to 
ensure development and re-development projects strictly comply with both state and local 
requirements for the management of stormwater flows on-site to the greatest extent 
feasible.  

As mentioned earlier there is another issue that must always be considered. Climate change is 
affecting the historic patterns of our winter rainstorms. This is readily apparent. An even greater 
percentage of our annual rainfall will come during the winter months and it will come in fewer, 
more intense storms. That spells trouble for urban streams like Perrinville Creek. The erosional 
forces in this drainage basin are already exaggerated by the tightly confined and steep channel 
alignment. This creates high stream velocities. When these high-energy flows come into contact 
with the erosive soils prevalent in the basin, erosion is magnified. Adding even more flow to 
these peak storm events with climate change will make erosion and sediment transport worse.   
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Next Steps 

As stated above, we are in the process of scheduling a site meeting with WDFW to discuss the 
logistics and specifics of fulfilling their request to return the creek to the current impacted creek 
bed.  We are expecting additional direction at that meeting. Approval from WDFW is required 
before the City proceeds with any additional work on the structures or creek. 

The City should begin the process of developing the scope for a more comprehensive 
management plan for Perrinville Creek. This should include habitat improvements, continued 
flow reductions, improved stormwater management in the Perrinville basin, and replacement of 
the BNSF and Talbot Road culverts. 

 


